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any of us go to work everyday

and experience some type of

frustration.  The frustration

can stem from the tone of the workplace

environment set by management, the

monotony of a work assignment, the

attitudes of co-workers, or the struggle to

validate why we do what we do each day.

In Tom Terez’s book, 22 Keys to Creating

a Meaningful Workplace, the reader is

challenged to analyze workplace variables

that contribute to the reader’s overriding

feelings about work.

Chapter one focuses on statistics

related to the workplace and conclusions

drawn from workplace studies.  Terez

stresses the importance of satisfaction at

work by reminding readers that a full-time

employee with an average life span will

spend ninety thousand hours of life at work.

Terez’s book is based on fifteen focus groups

and extensive one-on-one interviews.

Mixed within the statistics and findings

from studies are questions for the reader to

ponder and a sprinkling of humor. The

overriding thought for the reader to

consider in Chapter One is the current

workplace environment versus what

environment, within the reader’s area of

influence, the reader would like to have.

As with all chapters, Chapter Two begins

with a thought-provoking introduction.

The author uses actual workplace stories

from his years of research.  Some of the

stories represent positive workplace

experiences while others are not so positive.

22 KEYS TO

CREATING A

MEANINGFUL

WORKPLACE

M
The reader is introduced to 22 keys in

Chapter Two.  Terez divides the keys into

five sets of overarching categories; these

are:

1) Mission:  what the organization does

2) People:  value for those who complete

the Mission key

3) Development:  for the personal

employee and the organization

4) Community: the importance of the

collective effort

5) Me: self-identity and organization fit

The rest of the book is devoted to an

in-depth look at each of the 22 keys.  After

each has been examined, the author

provides opportunity for the reader to

analyze his current work situation.  At the

end of each chapter, Terez provides a

“reality check,” a test which the reader can

take to determine where his organization

fits in making the workplace a meaningful

environment.  This self-test and

introspection is followed by a workplace

profile.  The workplace profiles are

interesting and provide insight into how

other organizations are managed.

The mission keys include Purpose,

Direction, Relevance, and Validation.

Chapter Three addresses “Purpose.”  Terez

poses the following questions for the

reader’s consideration:

! What do you do on a week-to-week

basis?

! Who’s on the receiving end of this

work you do?

! How do your customers benefit from

your work?

! How does all this fit into the big

picture?

These questions can be an eye-opener

for the reader.  Often, as auditors, we need

to be reminded who our customers are and

how they benefit from our work.  Terez

reminds the reader that a mission statement

is evolving and changes as the business

changes; it should not be a static document.

     Chapter Four discusses “Direction.”

The reader should begin to see how the keys

interrelate to one another. Once there is a

Purpose, Direction is necessary to carry out

the Purpose.  The author explores Direction

as a guidance system. Terez refers to goals

and objectives as checkpoints and mile

markers while strategies are agreements on

how the distance will be covered.  The

reader will undoubtedly recognize the

various approaches to direction setting

taken by management:

! The “country-club approach” where

senior executives set the

direction or course for all employees;

! The “bureaucratic approach” involves

several steps, forms and red tape; and,

! The “event approach” is a rigorous

meeting where a group gets together

and hashes out direction within an

agenda driven power session.
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Other approaches are discussed within

the chapter, followed by the author’s

suggestions for improving the process.

     Terez begins the examination of the

“Relevance” key in Chapter Five.  He

challenges the reader to consider why some

work is done and whether changes can be

made to improve processes.  Questions

posed by the author include:

! What would happen if you stopped this

activity entirely?

! Would it hurt product or service

quality?

! What would be the impact on your

colleagues?

! Would your work be a lot less

fulfilling?

These questions can be a challenge for

internal audit departments.  Too often we

are too involved examining other

departments to ask questions within our

own departments.   As the author notes, we

are often too busy running on the hamster

wheel to answer these questions.

The last mission key, “Validation,” is

examined in Chapter Six. Terez states

“validation is all about seeing the fruits of

our labor.”  To jump-start the reader’s

thought on the subject, Terez ask the reader

to consider the following.

! Do you sometimes feel cut off from the

product or service that your work helps

create?

! Are you so buried in the beginning or

middle of a process that you rarely, if

ever, see the output at the end of the

process?

! Do you ever get the feeling that you’re

the “employee in the bubble,” sealed

off from whatever it is the organization

creates?

The author addresses the above

questions and opportunities for Validation.

Opportunities include adjustments in

attitudes and schedules.  It involves taking

the time to meet with your identified

customer and relating to their needs.  This

chapter was especially relevant in today’s

audit environment.  The audit committee

is a customer with renewed interest in the

internal auditing field.

     This next section focuses on the people

keys: (1) Respect, (2) Equality, (3)

Informality, (4) Flexibility, and (5)

Ownership. These chapters provide the

reader the opportunity to examine himself

as an employee and as a manager.  Chapter

Seven examines the first people key,

Respect.  A list of questions challenges the

reader to look into the mirror, delving into

whether the reader is selective in greetings,

participates in water cooler gossip, loses his

temper, or makes judgments based on

outward appearances.  While these are basic

questions, they lend themselves to reflection

to ensure that the basic respect wanted is

first given.

Equality, as discussed in Chapter

Eight, focuses on the power of language.

Examples included how inequality can be

heard in conversations.  Phrases such as

“your people,” “oversee,” “lower levels,”

and “your subordinates” separates people

into classes. Terez suggests rethinking job

titles and get-togethers. This advice lends

itself to the next key, Informality.

    Chapter Nine on “Informality” allows

the reader to create a grid that defines

Informality and when it is relevant.  The

reader lists the signs of formality, how

formality helps employees and customers,

how formality hurts employees or

customers and how the situation can be

improved.  The analysis of formality in the

workplace allows the reader to determine

whether there are opportunities to lighten

up at work. Informality flows into Chapter

Ten as Flexibility is discussed.  Terez

suggests getting creative with schedules and

technology.  The author recommends

analyzing rules within the company to

determine why they exist and if they are

necessary.

     Chapter Eleven completes the people

keys with a discussion of Ownership.  It

focuses on what the reader can do to make

Ownership an integral part of his work life

and workplace.  Terez suggests information

sharing to foster inclusion, especially

pertinent for financial and customer

information.

     The third set of keys relates to

Development, and includes Challenge,

Invention, Support, and Personal

Development.  Chapter Twelve addresses

Challenge.   A questionnaire forces the

reader to analyze workplace situations prior

to taking action.   After the reader has

analyzed his situation, Terez recommends

creating some personal goals.   He further

asserts that what is needed in the long run

is a “challenge culture-a workplace that

understands why challenge is important,

that appreciates the fact that different

people are positively challenged in different

ways, and that makes a conscious effort to

make challenge an everyday reality.”

     The author’s discussion on the next

development key, Invention, allows for a

self-assessment to determine if there are

some typical weekly activities that can be

trimmed to allow time for invention.  Along

with Invention comes the Support key.

Terez reviews why support may be lacking

in an organization, which may include

people who are too busy, a fragmented

workplace, internal competition, people

who rarely engage in dialogue, and a play-

it-safe culture.  To strengthen “Support,”

the reader should first identify why Support

may be lacking.  Terez asserts that the

reader must give Support whenever

possible.  Personal Development is the last

component.  The author presents a process

of analyzing an employee’s work timeline

to determine Personal Developments, with

tools identified that are necessary to create

a new timeline for the future.  This process

allows the reader to take charge of his

development.    Next, the author

incorporates Personal Development into the

workplace, making development a group

endeavor.

     The Community keys encompass

Dialogue, Relationship Building, Service,

Acknowledgment, and Oneness.  The

author stresses Dialogue as an ongoing

process instead of a onetime event.

Relationship Building is the opportunity for

employees to mix with people, both inside

Just do it -
but think

deeply first.
Terez
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and outside the organization.  The Service

chapter discusses opportunities to provide

service and opportunities for service to be

a group pursuit.  Acknowledgment relates

to a genuine “thank-you” that has no strings

attached.  The author suggests

Acknowledgment should be “a routine part

of your everyday life.”  With Oneness the

author discusses how teamwork has been

the trend, but it can often erode with

competition and division between the

winners and the losers.  The author explains

that this does not occur if Oneness is turned

into action.  Terez suggests the following:

! Make an effort to connect with people

who work in other areas.

! Pinpoint at least one cross-functional

opportunity:  project development,

teams, internal focus groups, etc.

! Build active links between teams.

! Dedicate a day to oneness – have an

open house just for employees

! Make the most of technology-

employee only message boards within

large companies

The final set of keys addressed are the

“Me” keys, including Self-identity, Fit,

Balance, and Worth.  As part of self-identity

the author urges the reader to ask himself

these questions:

! What unique knowledge do you bring

to the workplace?

! What special skills do you bring to the

workplace?

! How does your experience make you

uniquely qualified?

! How is your style different?

! What deeply interests you?

Once these questions have been

addressed, Terez suggests ways to put the

readers strengths to work and provides

strategies for marketing oneself.  The next

key, “Fit,” is where the individual and the

organization come together.  Since Fit can

mean different things to different people,

the author analyzes the different types of

Fit, allows the reader to chart his own Fit,

and provides information for the reader to

analyze his Fit. “Balance” is the next

stepping-stone.  It is the point where work

and personal life comes together.  The final

key is “Worth” and may be the last key,

but, as Terez states, “nothing is more

personal-or important-than an individual’s

sense of worth.”  The author provides an

assessment of how Worth is dependent on

many of the previously discussed keys.

The final two chapters focus on taking

action based on the knowledge gleaned

from an examination of the 22 keys to a

meaningful workplace and provides insight

on planning, keeping a scorecard and

interpreting the results, sample action

ideas, and how to remain focused in the

workplace.

     As an auditor and a manager, I found

Terez’s book motivational and enriching.

Much like the author’s phrase at the

beginning of the book, the content of 22

Keys To Creating A Meaningful Workplace

forced me to “just do it, but think deeply

first.”  The book encouraged me to consider

my actions at work, and how my attitude

and agenda affects others within the

workplace.  As the author recommended, I

selected a few keys that applied to my own

work situation to help me redefine my role

in the currently changing world of internal

auditing and think about the needs of

internal audit’s customer.  I found I could

identify with many of the workplace

situations presented in the book, and I am

currently striving to change the outcomes

for the better at my workplace.  I

recommend 22 Keys to Creating A

Meaningful Workplace to any employee

who may feel that they could do better

somewhere else.  After reading Terez’s

book, you just may be inspired to do your

best at your current workplace!   "

Sheila Limmroth, CIA, is Internal

Audit Manager  for DCH Regional Medical

Center in Tuscaloosa, AL.

Find out more about Tom Terez and

his presentations and workshops at

tom@betterworkplace.com, at (614) 571-

9529.  or at 2470 Wellesley Drive, P.O. Box

21444, Columbus, OH   43221.

Civility, continued from page 28

8. When credit and compliments come

your way, spread them around to all who

helped.   And if you think you’re solely

responsible for that honored achievement,

think again.

9. Promise only what you can deliver.  If

what you deliver falls short, explain why.

10.When things go wrong, resist the urge

to assign blame.  It’s the system that usually

fails, so fix the system, not the people.

11.Widen your social circle.  If you always

go to lunch with the same group, invite

someone new.

12.Give a gift for no reason. If you work

with nature lovers, order some plants or

flowers.  If the group has a chronic sweet

tooth, get a few candy dishes and keep them

full.

13.When a rumor reaches your ear, let it

go out the other.

14.Step down from the treadmill of daily

tasks and have an inefficient chat with a

colleague.  If it’s someone you rarely engage

in conversation, all the better.

15.Show interest in someone else’s

interests.  Okay, maybe you’re not dying to

hear about Pat’s passion for stamp

collecting, but Pat will be thrilled you

asked.

16.When you take a stand and later realize

it’s the wrong stand, be honest enough to

say so.

17.Involve more people in weighing

options and making decisions.  There’s

incredible brainpower all around you, so

why not put it to work?

18. If you tend to send e-mails to colleagues

who are an easy walk away, give the

computer a rest.  Get up, walk over, and

have a no-tech conversation.

19.Try going a whole day without making

judgments about people.  Good luck – it’s

tough!

20.Don’t wait for kindness to come your

way.  Gandhi had it right:  We must be the

change we wish to see in the world.   "

Tom Terez is a speaker, consultant, and

author of 22 Keys to Creating a Meaningful

Workplace. His Web site,

BetterWorkplaceNow.com, is filled with

tools for building a great work

environment.
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